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ILLINOIS POWER COMPANY
CLINTON POWER STATION P.o. BOX 678, CLINTON. ILLINOIS 61727

January 8, 1986

Docket No. 50-461

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attn: Dr. W. R. Butler, Chief

Licensing Branch No. 2
,

Division of Licensing
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: Clinton Power Station
Organization and Staffing - Supervisor - Chemistry

Dear Dr. Butler:

Illinois Power's commitment for the qualification of the Supervisor
- Chemistry was that the individual shall participate in the Chemistry
section at an operating nuclear power plant for three months (Clinton
Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) page 1.8-16b, item 4). The Clinton
Supervisor - Chemistry (Mr. M. Hedges) has been at an operating plant
for three months; however, the NRC has expressed a concern that one of
the months was not spent actively participating in the chemistry
activities. To resolve this concern, Illinois Power will provide an
experienced consultant, who meets the required qualifications of
Supervisor - Chemistry, to assist Mr. Hedges in the performance of his
duties. The consultant will be retained ~for at least six months after

-receipt of an operating license. A job description of the consultant in
relationship to the Supervisor - Chemistry is attached.

If' Illinois Power's resolution of this concern is acceptable to the
NRC, a sentence will be added to item 4 on page 1.8-16b of the FSAR
which states that "A consultant meeting these qualifications will be
retained for six months after receipt of an operating license." If you
have any questions er need any additional information, please advise.

Sincerely youta,

4'
B6 1100 86 61 F. an berg.

PDR Manager - L censi and
A Safety

DW/cke

Attachment

cc: B. L. Siegel, NRC Clinton Licensing Project Manager
NRC Resident Office
Regional Administrator, Region III, USNRC
Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety
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Attachment I

Job Description for Chemistry Consultant

The consultant will work in conjunction with the Supervisor - Chemistry
in the development of a comprehensive Chemistry Program for the Clinton'
Power. Station. Specific tasks and duties assigned are as follows:

* Act as designee for the Supervisor - Chemistry in his absence.

* Assist in the development and review of Chemistry procedures.

Ensure that the Chemistry Prrgram incorporates all necessary*

regulatory requirements in its procedures.

Perform an ongoing assessment of the Chemistry Croup's readiness to*

support fuel load.

Assist in following progress of Chemistry personnel with their*

assigned projects and providing guidance as necessary.

Ensure that. Chemistry personnel.are receiving adequate training for*

their position.

Review & evaluate the results of Chemistry analyses for trend*

information and discuss the results of these reviews with Chemistry
technicians to enhance their understanding of the results and
improve training.

Evaluate Chemistry technicians performing analyses or working with*

radiological material to provide feedback to improve the training
programs of Chemistry technicians.

. Ensure proper. radiological precautions are taken when personnel' - *
'

work with radiological material.
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